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Compared with conventional transistors, SOI I'IOSFETts show
incompatibte electricatr characteristics due to substrate-floating
effect. A remarkable feature of SOI device characteristics is
observed in switching waveforms in digital circuits. In order to
explain the switching characteristics and to understand frequency
dependent propagation delay, a charge pumping model was proposed.
The model predicts that, af ter turning on a MOSFET, dr'ain current
overshoot characteristic caused by minority carriers is observed
in the time range of 100 -lrsec. Our transient analysis of I{OSFET,
however, proves that majority carriers , instead of the minority
carriers, in the floating substrate strongly affect the current
overshoot. In Lhis paper, we present a new model for the switch-
ing characteristics of SOI MOSFET.

An MOSFET having channel length of 2 um is fabricated on SOI
substrate in a standard process line. Gate oxide and SOI film
thicknesses are 7O nm and I prrlr respectively. Experimental
switching hraveforms are shown in Fig.2. The turn-on drain
current overshoots up to more than twice of a steady-state
value, and then detreases to a steady-state value in about 200
usec. A comparison between Figs.2(a) and 2 (b) indicates that the
current overshoot increases with "of f 'r time interval up to about
I msec .

We developed a rigorous Z-carrier and transient SOI device
simulator to analyze the switching characteristics. Fig.3 shows
the simulated drain current which agrees with the experimental
results. On the analogy of substrate bias effect, after turning
on the MosFET, excess majority carriers (holes for n-channel
transistors) flow into the floating substrate, which raises the
substrate potential and results in the increase of the drain
current, Then, the drain current decreases to the steady-state
value until the excess majority carriers recombine completely
with minor i ty carr iers . I nset of F ig .3 shows that, in th,e time
range of 10-f0 to 10-7 sec, the turn-on current remains almost
constant because recombination of majority carriers is negligibfy
smaIl. It should be, however, noted that the current overshoot
characteristic is a strong function of the floating substrate po-
tential j ust bef ore the transistor is switched f rom the rrof f rl

state to the rronrr state.

Inset of Fig.4 shows a substrate potential during the rrof f rl

state of the SOI MOSFET, in which two distinct potential in-
creases are observed. The potential increase in the short time
range ( tO-rz to l0-r0 sec.) is caused by the minority carriers
(electrons) flowing into the source and the drain reEions, whi1e
the one in the long time range ( 10-4 to 10-3 sec.) is caused by
thermally generated majority carriers (holes). Note that a sub-
seguent pulse applied to a non-equllibrium state MOSFET signifi-
cantly reduces the overshoot of the drain current as shown in
Fig.2(a).

The utilization of our simulation techniques allows us
clarify the mechanism of digital operation in SOI MOSFETTS.
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Fig.l Circuit to measure
switching characteristics of
drain current.
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Fig.3 Simulated turn-on
characteristic when the gate
voltage is increased. tife time
is assumed to be 10 ns for both
electrons and holes.
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Fig.4 Simulated time
dependence of the substrate
potential when the gate voltage
is turned off. Life time is
assumed to be I0 ns for both
electrons and holes.
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